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Emgager™
A quick to deploy employee engagement app to reach
your remote workforce
With vast numbers of employees currently working
remotely, reaching, engaging and involving them can be
hard work. But this is an issue the Surgery is familiar with.
Over the past few years we’ve been developing apps to
communicate with the mobile and remote workforces of
many of our clients. We’ve now packaged the technology
and real-life learnings into a cost effective, quick to deploy
solution. Emgager™ is ideal for today’s dispersed and
isolated work communities.
Integrate your internal communication channels

As it’s a white label product, the app can easily be set-up
in your brand style with your logo and corporate colour
palette.
Simple for you to set-up and control
Deploying the app in your business couldn’t be simpler as
no new IT hardware is required.
All your employees need is a smartphone (Apple, Android
or Windows). They follow a simple download and easily
controlled registration process. Then you control the
content online from anywhere.
Talk to us now - you could be up and running within
the week!

Quick deploy

7

Fixed price

Easy set up & launch

5K
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Emgager™ is a mobile app platform which will help you
reach and engage your employees wherever they are.
Within days, your internal communications channels can
be integrated into one easy-to-access place with push and
pull notifications to keep your workforce up-to-date. And
you can create conversations on your content with Like,
Share and Comment functionality.

In your brand style
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Tailors to your brand

Brand™

Mobile friendly

Single sign on

Features & Functionality
• Login with Google, Microsoft and Apple Login
or use a basic email/password login
• Ability to register as a user (we can lock to
specific email domains)
• Forgotten password function
• Main feed of articles in chronological order
(date descending)
• Filter feed by category
• Search feed & users
• View article with picture, title, subtitle, teaser/
intro, main content, document links and video
linked or embedded
• Like an article, comment on an article and share
an article
• Ability to reply to specific comments
• List of users currently online and offline

• Direct message a user
• Advertise online events with event joining
details
• Email article author
• Direct links to shared articles in the app
• Push notifications, includes alerting when
articles are published
Includes:
• Flamelink content management
• engager.uk sub-domain (ie surgery.emgager..
uk)
• Firebase database and storage
• Google Analytics
• Zendesk support

Pricing & Delivery
• Fixed price of £15,000 + VAT
• One-off payment buys you a copy of the platform for
use from 1 to 5000+ employees
• Includes FREE training
• Includes FREE launch support
• Yearly hosting inclusive of Flamelink CMS £1,500 + VAT
• Service Level Agreement (SLA) available
• Can be live within 7 working days from receipt of order
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Background

The pharmaceutical industry needs a
continuous supply of specialists to meet the
demands of an evolving, technology-based
world. Establishing a skills pipeline remains
crucial, even more so following the UK’s
decision to exit the EU. The Industry has
been proactive about STEM skills and
employability, encouraging students from a
diverse range of backgrounds to pursue
careers in a highly productive sector of the
economy.
In 2015 the ABPI58 identified major skills gaps
in certain areas including mathematics;
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ABPI News

Biosimilar medicines
Lancet: Brexit feature

The Lancet has published its anticipated Brexit
feature following an interview with Mike
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Thompson. The article includes comment from a
wide range of experts about preparations for and
impacts of Brexit across the pharmaceutical
industry. The article examines issues such as
stockpiling, airlifting, pharmacovigilance, and
regulatory approvals. Read more >
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ABPI News

Sunday Times: EU border
delay warnings
The Sunday Times business section carried an
industry warning about potential delays at the EU
border affecting medicines if there is no deal on
Brexit. The piece is clear that what industry needs
is an agreement. Read more >
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Times: NHS paying too much
for insulin

The Times reported on research which said that

Bayer
CV Heartbeat App

Bayer decided to bring together all its Cardiovascular
comms into one app to engage their global teams to
win with CV.
We created a new app and web solution to deliver
streamlined, relevant and targeted communications
to their audience, so they could find everything
they needed to know about Xarelto, Vericiguat and
Finerenone in one easy to access place.
The solution saves time and resource for the Bayer IC
team and creates a more effective way of publishing
content which that can be commented on and shared
within its community.
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Publications
Bi-Weekly News Update

Mar 21, 2019

Breaking News

We created a new app and web solution to deliver
streamlined, relevant and targeted communications
to their audience, so they could find everything they
needed to know about Xarelto in one easy to access
place.

Competitor Tracker
Congress News
CV. blog
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Key Publications Update
VTEx | SPAF | ACS | CAD PAD
We have identified the most important
scientific publications relating to ‘Xarelto’
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Where is ‘Xarelto’ headed? BayerNet Interview with Andre
Stuerzenbecher
With a new indication and new trial
results, a lot has been going on for
‘Xarelto’ lately. Andre Stuerzenbecher,
Global Medical Affairs Cardiovascular,
8 likes

47 views

Digital CardioVascular
Marketing News

The solution saves time and resource for the Bayer IC
team and creates a more effective way of publishing
content.

Medical Education
The Xaminer
X-PERT
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Bayer
Xarelto employee app

With multiple brands and channels competing for
attention, Bayer needed to engage their global teams to
win with Xarelto.
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Please select your Flightdeck
categories to continue.
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Aeromedical Examiners
Air displays and events
Air traffic control
Airline operations
Airline safety
Airline security
Airport security
Airside work
Save

Flight training private

Unread alerts
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Private pilot aeroplane
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Private pilot helicopter
Airline safety
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CAA
Notification App

An industry first, the CAA Notification App is designed
to keep commercial and general aviation pilots aware
of statutory safety notifications from the UK’s regulatory
body, the CAA (Civil Aviation Authority).
The App is an engaging but simple to use system that
enables the user to get the relevant information for their
particular needs. Working on iOS and Android across
smartphone and tablet platforms, the App replaces an
outdated email system which historically overburdened
its audience with a host of unnecessary updates.
Delivered well within the expected time frame and way
above expectations, the system has paved the way for
further digital solutions which will be implemented to
increase organisational efficiency.
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Netapp
Thank You Campaign App

NetApp wanted to create a rewards programme for
their channel partners, to recognise best practice and
to make sure their dedication, hard work and fantastic
sales results didn’t go unnoticed.
Our campaign focused on two of the most powerful
words, that have the biggest impact: ‘Thank You’.
Via a dedicated app, partners can sign up, nominate,
review their own thank you’s and check who the latest
winners are, as well as reading tips on best practice
and winners’ case studies.
It’s a continuous campaign that the Surgery manages
through every stage, from nominations through to
sending out the rewards themselves.
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UK Airprox Board
Safety App

The UK Airprox Board (UKAB) strives to enhance air
safety in the UK. Private pilots previously reported
aircraft near collisions via an out-dated paper process
once they had landed. Now, with the UKAB’s app
developed by the Surgery, pilots can report it quickly
and easily.
Images, data-log files and videos can be uploaded
within the report and submitted to the UKAB by email,
with a copy to the pilot. Pilots can use the app to
view previous incidents via a map interface with date,
severity and other filters. They can stay up-to-date with
news about airprox-related activities and find guidance
and advice about avoiding mid-air collisions.
The app is a crucial part of an integrated campaign to
raise awareness of only having five seconds to impact
once you see another aircraft approaching.
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National Grid
Transformation App & Website

National Grid liked our Emgager internal
communications app platform so much that they asked
us to develop a version for their business transformation
programme, Bring Energy to Life. Exceeding initial
expectations, we were able to deliver v.1 within 8 weeks
of commencement.
Some 6 months later, v.5 is in development, and now
includes functionality to help support internal events, as
well as story capture and advanced push notification
based on user profiling.
The app began with a short shelf life in mind but, due
to its success, is now being seen as the future of digital
delivery to their 24,000 strong colleague community.

Winner of a 2018
IoIC Excellence Award

Hello!

Carly Murray
Internal
Comms
Director
The Surgery is a communications agency blending
design, digital and internal communications in a
way that just makes sense. With a range of well
known clients, from Rolls Royce Motor Cars to
Penguin Random House, we are the agency you
probably should have heard of.

Paul
Cohen
Design
Director
Robin
Nicholl
Digital
Director
Nick
Cordell
Creative
Director

Our team of creative sparks, digital wizards and IC
gurus come together to deliver a service that we
feel is unique. Take us purely as a design agency,
a digital agency or an internal comms agency, and
we are award winners in each field; but combine
them and you get something special. Add a
passion for innovation grounded in experience as
well as design thinking, and the results can often
be transformational.
We’ll understand your brand because we’ve built
them. We know the benefits of digital marketing
because we’ve experienced them. And we’ll solve
your IC problems because our team used to work
that side of the client/agency fence.
Talk to us, you’ll find our approach refreshing.
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■ Design thinking
A creative approach should
be applied to all challenges.
Designers think differently.

■ Digital reality
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■ Engagement
Boost business performance by involving
and inspiring your people.
Internal and external audiences are blurring.
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No longer a standalone
discipline, digital integration
is now essential.
Great UX comes from
deeper understanding.
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Our
unique
mix
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Where you’ll find us
The Surgery is based in an old granary barn
on a 60 acre farm in the picturesque village of
Lurgashall, West Sussex. Here, surrounded by
nature, our team work unaffected by the tube
strikes, traffic jams and rail delays we had become
accustomed to when based in central London.
With minds freed by the open spaces, and our cost
structures released from sky-high rents, we have
found a space that not only suits the way we work,
but enables us to provide our clients with a better
service than ever before.
OK, there’s no Starbucks on the corner to give
us a boost, but the space and freedom keep us
calm and inspired for the rich and varied creative
challenges thrown at us every day from our
international client base.
So, if you ever need a break from the daily grind,
pop down to the farm for a literal breath of fresh air.

Our clients
Design, digital and internal communications agency

United Kingdom

International

BBC Worldwide

National Grid

Bayer Medical (Germany)

BGC

NATS (National Air Traffic Services Ltd)

DanceStar (United States)

Cadent Gas

Nestlé

EuroGeographics (Brussels)

Centrica

Penguin Random House

Harcourt IGN (Middle East)

Civil Aviation Authority

Roche

JMW (United States)

Department of Health

Rolls-Royce Motor Cars

Lost Church (United States)

E.ON

Roke

NetApp (United States)

Estates Gazette

The Law Society

PS (Middle East)

easyJet

SESAR

Erova Energy

Southern Co-op

FIFA

Sustainable Aviation

Hawk-eye

UK Airprox Board

HS1

Viacom

Met Police

WWF
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Contact us
Surgery Design and Digital Ltd.
Granary Barn, Orchard Park Farm,
Lurgashall, Petworth,
West Sussex, GU28 9EU
07720296761
pc@ineedsurgery.com
www.ineedsurgery.com
Registered in England No. 8391968

